
Mounting Cabinet Member Rails Into Rack Cabinet
1. Locate the following hardware and have it conveniently at

hand:
#10-32 flange head screw;
Phillips drive; 6 pcs.

2. On square hole cabinet rails, large pin fits inside square
window. On round hole cabinet rails, small pin fits into
round hole.

3. Hold the slide rail up to the front and rear columns of the
rack cabinet, as close to the final mounting position as
possible.

4. Install 1 flange head screw into front cabinet rail in location
shown.

5. Install two flange head screws into rear cabinet rail in
location shown. Tighten all screws completely.

6. Repeat the above procedure for the other cabinet member
rail on the opposite side of the rack cabinet, taking care
to ensure the cabinet member rails are installed on the
same horizontal plane.

3. If the flanges do not fit between the front
and rear columns, or if the gap is
larger than 1/16" [1.6mm],
reposition the rear flange by
moving the rear bracket to
contact cabinet rail and
locating the flange for a snug fit.

4. Repeat the above procedure for the other cabinet member
rail on the opposite side of the rack cabinet.

Prepare To Install

Refer to the Product Guide as provided with your
chassis for additional information.

1. Remove pair of slides and hardware
bag from kit box.

2. Hold cabinet member rail and chassis member
rail of slide and fully extend slide to the open
and locked position.

3. Actuate the lever found on the
chassis member rail and
pull forward to remove.

Mount Chassis Member Rail

1. Align the keyhole slots, large holes, directly over all
shoulder pins
on chassis.

3. After shoulder pins locate in small slots of keyslots, latch
will engage window opening on side of chassis.

4. To remove chassis member, lift
latch slightly and move inner
member rearward,
pins aligned with
large keyslot
holes remove
inner slide
member.
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                                                  2.  Place chassis member
         rail flat against side of chassis
  and move forward to allow shoulder

       pins to locate in small slots of keyholes.

Prepare Cabinet Member Rail

1. Verify your cabinet
rail to rail depth
distance.

Cabinet Rail to
 Rail Distance

Range: 27.99" to
 31.99"

[711.0mm to 812.6mm]

Bracket Pre-Installed

Type of Cabinet

• Type of cabinet
mounting system
is either square
or round holes.

• Slide rail mounts
to indicated pattern
only.

• Other chassis may
be above or below
this package.
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2.  Hold the cabinet member rail up to the vertical columns
of the rack cabinet with the outside faces of the
flanges positioned inside the front and
rear column.
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Rail Assembly

1. Pull the cabinet member to its fully open and locked
position.

2. Verify ball bearing retainer is as fully forward as possible.
3. From front of chassis, place hands on both sides of chassis.
4. Lift upward and align rear of the cabinet member rail with

black plastic guides.
5. Keep chassis level and horizontal to cabinet

member rail assembly.
6. Insert chassis member rail into

guides, continue to engage
ball bearings.

                       NOTE: Do not force
   chassis member rails into

      ball bearings, they will self align.

7. Continue to close chassis member rails to rear of cabinet.
8. At midpoint, it will be necessary to actuate  the levers on

the chassis member rail to close slide rails to full closed
position.

9. From full closed position bring slides to full open and
locked position.

10.Unlock slide lever and fully close slides rearward.
11.Slide should move smoothly without binding.
12.Bring slide outward to full open and tighten all hardware

screws fully.

Installing Chassis To Cabinet


